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The action of proposing has been studied from various perspectives in
research on talk-in-interaction, both in mundane as well as in institutional
talk. Aiming to exemplify Interactional Linguistics as a drawing together of
insights from Linguistics and Conversation Analysis, we explore the gram-
mar of proposals and the stances displayed by participants in making pro-
posals in the context of joint activities, where a future or hypothetical
activity is being put forth as something the speaker and recipient(s) might
do together. Close examination of interactions among American English-
speaking adults reveals four recurrent grammatical formats for issuing pro-
posals: Let’s, Why don’t we, Modal Declaratives, and Modal Interrogatives.
We argue that these four formats for doing proposing within a joint activity
are used in socially distinct environments, contributing to a growing under-
standing of the fit between entrenched linguistic patterns and the social
work they have evolved to do.

Keywords: proposal, joint activities, (grammatical) format, let’s, grammar,
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1. Introduction

Michael Tomasello has written compellingly about what makes us uniquely
human. Tomasello argues that, compared to other species, not only are humans
“especially social”, they are also “especially cooperative” (2014:87). For those of
us committed to uncovering the nuts and bolts of human social interaction, a
key question is how such cooperation with others manifests itself and is accom-
plished in the immediacy of quotidian conduct. In this paper, we explore this
question through examination of the ways that participants make proposals to
coordinate joint activities – that is, activities that participants will do together.
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Proposal-making can take many different grammatical and embodied forms, espe-
cially as one takes a cross-linguistic and cross-cultural perspective; our primary
interest here is in analyzing the social-interactional factors that motivate selection
from among these options in real-time interaction.

Proposals have attracted the attention of scholars studying a range of inter-
actional phenomena. Stevanovic (2012) focuses on proposals in joint decision-
making; in this and subsequent research on decision-making, a primary
consideration is the negotiation between the proposer and the recipient(s) as to
rights and obligations for arriving at decisions made jointly. Zinken and
Ogiermann (2011) study family interactions in Polish and examine how grammar
is used to design proposals and directives that do not specify who is to carry
them out. Robinson and Kevoe-Feldman (2016) analyze the distinctions between
proposing arrangement details and soliciting a proposal for arrangements, focus-
ing on the accountability of such courses of action. In the realm of children’s inter-
action, Goodwin (1990: 109–113) and Stivers and Sidnell (2016) study how children
at play formulate proposals for what they will jointly do next, while Asmuß and
Oshima (2012) and Stevanovic (2013) consider proposals in meetings in Danish
and Finnish respectively. How proposals are responded to is a key consideration in
this body of work (see especially Asmuß & Oshima 2012; Barnes 2007; Houtkoop
1987; Lindström 2017; Stevanovic 2013; Stevanovic & Peräkylä 2012; Stevanovic
et al. 2020), and responses to proposing actions also figure in the argument we
develop here.

Couper-Kuhlen (2014) posits distinctions among four actions involved in get-
ting others to do something, these distinctions being based on who is to benefit.
Proposals, she argues, can be distinguished from similar types of actions – specif-
ically suggestions, requests, and offers – in that they are used when the activity is
framed as benefitting both speaker and hearer, and this characterization fits our
collection as well (see also Clayman & Heritage 2014).

In this inaugural issue of Interactional Linguistics, we focus on a specifically
grammatical way to zero in on the work that participants are doing when they
issue a proposal. Our concern here is proposals for how to manage the organi-
zation of joint activities – that is, turns in which an activity is being put forth
as something speaker and recipient(s) might do together.1 The argument we pre-
sent here will be less oriented to distinguishing ‘proposals’ from other social
actions involved with securing others’ cooperation, and also less focused on
the unfolding of joint decision-making sequences. Our interest, instead, is in
the social-interactional motivations for the choice of grammatical formats for

1. Proposals have thus sometimes been seen as a type of “recruitment” (Floyd et al. 2020;
Kendrick & Drew 2016).
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proposal-making. We will be investigating how adults speaking American English
make proposals for joint activities in everyday interactions – in other words, the
role that proposal formulations play as joint activities are “talked into being”
(Heritage 1984b: 290). We then use these observations regarding the routine envi-
ronments of occurrence of different formats to offer a theoretical contribution to
the study of grammar as a participant’s resource in interaction.

The present study thus builds on previous work examining the relation
between grammatical form and other recruitment-related actions. Researchers
have drawn on such interactional features as contingency and entitlement (Curl
2006; Curl & Drew 2008; Fox & Heinemann 2016), expectation of being complied
with (Raymond et al. forthcoming), recipient’s current activity trajectory (Zinken
& Deppermann 2017), and deontic stance (Couper-Kuhlen & Thompson
forthcoming) to account for variation in grammatical format choice in request,
offer, and advice-giving sequences. In alignment with what Raymond et al. (2021)
have found in the case of offers, our study of proposals focuses on the estimation
of proposers as to the likelihood of their proposal being embraced.

2. Establishing a collection of joint-activity proposals

In this section, we describe our collection-building process (see Clift & Raymond
2018), which we will use to motivate exploration of the particular formats we tar-
get in this study.

In building our collection, we considered moments in an interaction where a
proposal for a joint activity occurs – that is, turns in which an activity is put forth
as something speaker and recipient(s) might do together. We first collected each
of these from a large corpus of video-recorded interactions and audio-recorded
phone calls. These data include our own data files, ‘classic’ CA corpora,2 and a
new set of video recordings of people engaged in joint manual activities such as
cooking, baking, and painting a table (noted with ‘JA’ in the relevant extracts).
This latter set of recordings was made by the participants themselves, with their
own cameras, and were transcribed by us. These data sources yielded a rich col-
lection of over 200 proposals.

As we began to examine the grammar of these turns, we first noted variation
in the person(s) grammatically built as the doer(s) of the proposed activity. For
the purposes of the present study we focus on first-person plural forms, which

2. For more information on and discussion of these corpora, see Hoey and Raymond
(forthcoming).
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build the jointness of the proposed activity into the grammar of the proposal (e.g.,
let’s cut these out vs. I’ll walk down there and meet you.).

Four recurrently used first-person plural formats emerged from our analysis
of the data. These formats are:

– Let’s
– Why don’t we (WDW)
– Modal Declaratives
– Modal Interrogatives

as exemplified in (1)–(4) below:

(1) let’s put the fur on the wall

(2) well why don’t we talk about it later then

(3) maybe we can get together for dinner

(4) should we make a salad too at the same time?

In (2)–(4), the first-person plural pronoun we is used, while in let’s in (1), there
is a contracted first-person plural us. Importantly, given our specific interest in
joint activities, we did not include all instances of these grammatical formats
with a first-person plural pronoun; for example, it is well-known that we/us is
sometimes used in cases where the action will not actually be carried out by
‘us’ together – as in the ‘nurses’ we’, the ‘royal we’, and so on (see Du Bois 2012,
Section 4). Similarly excluded were first-person plural utterances which in their
local context acted as directives to the recipient and did not name joint activities.
We did not include formulaic let’s expressions (e.g., let’s face it; let’s see) on the
grounds that, rather than serving as vehicles for joint activities, fixed expressions
such as these have more ‘emancipated’ uses.3 It was not criterial that these formats
be responded to in a specific way, though often a recipient response will be part of
our analysis.

These four grammatical formats, exemplified in (1)–(4), differ in their com-
position. We can describe these differences in terms of Bybee’s (2010) character-
ization of ‘constructions’ as ranging from the most lexically specific to the most
schematic. Of the four English proposal formats, the first two, Let’s and Why don’t
we (WDW), are the most lexically specific, although our Modal Interrogative cat-
egory is also highly restricted lexically, showing only should we. The category of
Modal Declaratives, in contrast, shows a slightly greater set of modal verbs but is

3. In our data, let’s see is never issued as a proposal for speaker and recipient to look at some-
thing together, for example. For self-authorizing lemme (= let me), see Hoey (2020). On formu-
laicity and ‘emancipation’, see Haiman (1998).
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still highly restricted, the verbs should, could, and can making up more than 90%
of our Modal Declarative cases.4

These formats also differ in their distribution across our collection, Modal
Declaratives are by far the most frequent, and the Modal Interrogative and WDW
formats are relatively quite rare, as can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Frequency of each format in our collection

Modal Declaratives  86

Let’s  56

WDW  11

Modal Interrogatives   9

Total 162

Close examination of the four grammatical formats just described reveals that
joint-activity proposals are particularly fitted to the environments in which they
are produced. We will show that participants orient to these formats in terms
of their relative strength along a cline, indexing what they take to be the recipi-
ent’s disposition toward accepting the proposal. That is, we claim that speakers
choose among the grammatical formats examined here according to how strongly
the recipient has shown themselves to be disposed toward accepting the proposal.
Specifically, Let’s proposals are used in the context of the strongest displays of a
disposition toward acceptance, and Modal Interrogatives are used in the context
of the weakest such displays, with WDW proposals and Modal Declaratives falling
in between, as schematized in (5),

(5)

In what follows, we present evidence to support this relative positioning of our
four target grammatical formats along this cline (Section 3), after which we will
discuss in greater detail the fittedness of these particular formats to contexts in
which they are produced (Section 4). Section 5 offers some of the theoretical
implications of our findings.

4. Other fixed expressions for making proposals that we authors agree that we’ve heard are
what if we…, I-say we/what-do-you-say we…, but we found no such cases in our data.
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3. The grammar of proposals for joint activities

In this section, we describe and illustrate the primary interactional environments
in which we find each of our four formats as they are used in joint-activity pro-
posals. A more detailed comparison of the formats vis-à-vis one another will be
offered in Section 4.

3.1 Let’s

In our data, speakers regularly use Let’s in contexts where going forward with the
specific joint activity they propose is guaranteed, or at least very likely. Evidence
for this claim is found primarily in the talk and embodied conduct of the partic-
ipants prior to the Let’s turn. As we will demonstrate, in these cases, recipients
have already shown themselves to be very strongly disposed toward proceding,
not just with any activity, but with the particular joint activity that their interlocu-
tor formulates with Let’s. We argue that the Let’s format therefore displays a stance
that recipient compliance is strongly expected or assumed, and thus that the joint
activity formulated in the proposal is highly likely to come to fruition.

Consider Extract (6). Here, housemates Jennifer, Bonnie, and Teresa are sit-
ting at a table having lunch. After a short lapse, Jennifer launches a new sequence
in line 1 with what should we do today.

(6) [Housemates_35_24:30]
01  JEN: ((swallow)) what should we do today.
02           (2.0)
03  JEN: some [ice cream?
04  BON:      [put the fur on the wall?
05           (0.6)
06  JEN: oh ↑fur:↓:,#

#Fig A

Fig A
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07           (0.4)
08  TER: yea:h,=
09  BON: =[that’s gonna take a couple hours to cut it.
10  JEN: =[°.pt=(l)et’s put the# fur on the wall-°=OH epoxy.=.ihhhhh=

#Fig B

Fig B
11 TER: Well I put that
12 TER: Did you check out the epoxy this morning? [24:40]

As neither of Jennifer’s recipients self-selects to respond to her proposal solicita-
tion at line 1, what should we do today, a 2-second silence emerges, after which
Jennifer herself produces a candidate activity with some ice cream? (line 3). It is
not clear whether she has in mind to eat or make ice cream, but in overlap with
Jennifer’s candidate activity, Bonnie responds to Jennifer’s question in line 1 by
suggesting that they put the fur on the wall? (line 4), produced with ‘try-marked’
intonation that offers it as a candidate joint activity (Sacks & Schegloff 1979). Jen-
nifer’s oh-prefaced (Heritage 1984a) repeat of the noun from the prior turn – oh
↑fur:↓:,. (line 6) – orients to this proposal as having reminded her of an earlier-
discussed joint activity, namely the applying of fur fabric to some of the walls
in the apartment that the three share; during line 6 Jennifer turns to face Teresa
(Figure A).

Teresa aligns with the ‘fur’ proposal (line 8), and immediately after that Jen-
nifer returns her gaze to Bonnie (Figure B) and ratifies Bonnie’s proposal with
°.pt=(l)et’s put the fur on the wall-°, (line 10). As it was Bonnie who originally
offered this joint-activity idea, and Teresa has already shown herself to be on
board with it, it is altogether unlikely that Jennifer’s °.pt=(l)et’s put the fur on the
wall-°, will be met with any resistance from Bonnie. We argue that the Let’s for-
mat that Jennifer uses to issue her proposal both reflects and indexes a stance that
Bonnie and Teresa are highly likely to agree to the ‘putting the fur on the wall’
joint activity.
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In the following case, a Let’s-formatted proposal occurs not in responsive
position, but following a pre-sequence that has received a go-ahead response
(Schegloff 2007; Thompson, Fox & Couper-Kuhlen 2015). Here five friends are
beginning to paint a complex design on a table for graduation, and they’ve just
started this recording at line 1. There is a first Let’s proposal from Eva – let’s ( ) pri-
oritize size (0.4) rather than (sides). (lines 2 and 6) – but as we do not have access
to what happened before this turn, we can’t analyze that particular proposal fur-
ther, other than to say that the participants are in the midst of deciding how best
to continue with the table-painting task. Our interest is in the new sequence that
Ida launches in line 11 and directs specifically toward Leo, oh >did you< bring
scissors?.

(7) [JA-4_painttable_155259]
01  TOD:  u,[h, (.) °one two three four five,°
02  EVA:    [I feel like it’s like let’s [( ) priori[tize
03  IDA:                                 [(       )
04  TOD:    [there’s more over
05        here,=
06  EVA,   =size.#

#Fig A

Fig A
07         (0.4)
08  EVA:   rather than=
09  LEO:  =(so,   )=
10  EVA:  =(sides).=
11  KUR:  =(    [ )
12  IDA:        [oh >did you< bring scissors?
13         (0.4)
14  LEO:  yea:h.=
15  IDA:  =let’s [cut these out. let’s start by >cutting them out<.=
16  LEO          [they’re# right there.

#Fig B
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Fig B
16  LEO: =alright.
17           (0.3)
18  TOD: that’ll- that’ll give us a little bit [better of a visual.
19  LEO:                                       [I can start
20  IDA:                                       [and then I’ll

Leo responds affirmatively to Ida’s inquiry (line 14), and immediately begins ori-
enting his body toward the scissors (which are on the other side of the table) by
raising his left arm into a long point (Figure B) as he produces they’re right there.
(line 16). As Leo thus displays – both verbally, with the go-ahead yea:h, and cor-
poreally, with his orientation toward the scissors – that he is on board with doing
a scissors-related activity, Ida, in overlap, produces let’s cut these out, (line 15).
Since her primary recipient has now just indicated that he remembered to bring
scissors to the activity, and is presently making moves toward using those scissors,
Ida’s proposal is produced in a context where success of the proposed joint activ-
ity is extremely likely; indeed, it is arguably already in progress. With the Let’s for-
mat, Ida adopts this very stance, indexing assumed compliance on the part of her
recipient (who does indeed comply; lines 16/19 and beyond the transcript repro-
duced here).

It is noteworthy that Ida immediately issues a second Let’s proposal here that
is slightly modified vis-à-vis the first: let’s cut from the first becomes let’s start by
cutting in the second. For this second Let’s proposal, Ida’s intended recipients have
changed: The conversation between the other three has stopped, and one (Todd)
has even broken away entirely from their trio to orient to Ida’s and Leo’s search
for the scissors. Ida’s second version of the proposal is still Let’s-framed, but the
‘scope’ of the proposed joint activity is smaller (start by cutting vs. cut) and is thus
arguably easier to agree with for recipients who have not been directly involved in
the path-clearing pre-sequence. In addition, in an activity where the shared objec-
tive is to trace images onto the table and then paint them, preparing the images for
tracing (i.e., cutting them out; line 14) seems a logical – and possibly obligatory –
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first step. This may additionally contribute to the stance Ida takes in issuing her
proposals.

Additional evidence for our claim that the Let’s format is used to formulate
proposals in environments where recipient compliance is essentially assumed can
be found in contexts of direct reported speech (Holt 1996). In Extract (8), taken
from a phone call, B launches a complaint about how her partner and his family
always propose playing a card game called ‘Asshole’ when they go to visit.

(8) [CallHome_eng_5373_24:15]
01  B:  well I always get annoyed because every time we
02      go over his parents’ houses we’re going over there
03      on a Sunday or something, he- they’re all like (.)
04      .hhh alri:ght, let’s play card[s.
05  A:                                [hmhm=
06  B:  =↑↑let’s play ass↓hole, eheh=
07  B:  =[.iheh when there’s all these other games.=
08  A:  =[or you haven’t (thought about)
09  A:  =um Ho Chi Minh? thing, ‘r what did they used to play?
10        (.)
11  A:  Pat and those guys, u:h
12        (.)
13  B:  o:::::h, Ma:::o::.=
14  A:  =yeah Mao that’s hhehh sorry

The point of the direct reported speech in this complaint is precisely to convey
that B’s partner and family assume a common interest in, and disposition toward,
playing ‘Asshole’ (note also the self-repair from singular he- to the collective
they’re all; line 3), when in reality, from B’s perspective, there’s all these other
games. (line 7) that they could play instead. That B formulates these reported
speech events on behalf of her partner and his family with Let’s adds further evi-
dence for our claim by illustrating the routinization of this format to take a stance
that recipient compliance is assumed – which is, after all, the reason B always
get[s] annoyed (line 1), and is thus the core of her complaint. Our analysis thus
both extends to, and is supported by, instances of reported speech, which were not
infrequent in our collection. Moreover, this instance illustrates that while recip-
ient disposition is indeed publicly displayed in the majority of the cases in our
collection, it need not be. Proposers of joint activities may also use grammar in
the service of presuming or attributing some stance to the recipient as regards the
likelihood of their acceptance of the proposal – attributions which, as we see in
this case, recipients may very well resist.

3.2 Why don’t we (WDW)

Similar to Let’s, the Why don’t we (WDW) format is likewise produced in our data
in contexts where prior talk and/or embodied conduct suggests that the joint-
activity proposal will likely be successful. In the case of WDW, though, the pro-
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posal issues a compromise to a prior proposal, offer, or suggestion made earlier
in the talk, either by the same speaker or by another, when that prior action has
been met with some difficulty. In this context, speakers produce a WDW format
to issue a proposal that is demonstrably geared toward salvaging some part of the
problematized course of action while avoiding the oriented-to obstacle.

Consider Extract (9), in which a conflict has come up among the participants,
and an open discussion about the conflict develops,

(9) Housemates
01  BON:  it’s weird that we’re ta(h)lking about this right now ((lau[gh))
02  JEN:                                                             [well
03        we don’t have to
04  BON:  no no no:. it’s good. ‘s: just weird that it’s (1.1) on video,
05        but that’s okay=
06  JEN: =well why don’t we talk about it later then.
07         (1.3)
08  BON:  no:, (0.4) talk about it right now.
09         (1.1)
10  BON:  if you want (to), (.) y’know?
11  JEN:  tsk I don’t care

At line 1 Bonnie notes that it is weird to talk about the topic now – that is, while
they’re being recorded (lines 1 and 4). At line 2 Jennifer offers a suggestion – well
we don’t have to – which attends to Bonnie’s concern and offers a different way for-
ward. At line 4 Bonnie’s no no no: dismisses Jennifer’s suggestion (Stivers 2004),
and suggests that it is okay to continue with the discussion, while also clarifying
that it is specifically the fact that the interaction is being videotaped that is the
problem. It is in this context that Jennifer produces well why don’t we talk about it
later then. (line 6) as a compromise proposal that will allow them to discuss what
they both want to discuss, while avoiding the expressed problem of the videotap-
ing. That this proposal is intended as a compromise in light of this obstacle is fur-
ther reflected in the turn-final adverb then, which marks the turn as occasioned
by the prior talk. In this case, Bonnie rejects the proposal, and the participants go
on to continue their discussion of the conflict.

Extract (10) exhibits a similar pattern, a proposal being issued to address a dif-
ficulty that has arisen, a compromise being offered that will remove that difficulty
from consideration. In this example, two friends are discussing preparations for
a bridge party that will take place at a church and involve many tables of players.
What is being discussed in this case is how best to organize the playing – e.g., with
or without partners, how and when to change partners, etc. (The shaded area in
lines 18 and 19 is Claire’s hypothetical enactment of the bridge players trying to
figure out where to go if they were to keep changing tables.)
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(10) [SBL_l025-28]
01  Cla:  ˚u::w::˚↑why- wouldn’t it be nice to play ↑pa:rtners.
02           (0.7)
03  Cla:  or wouldn’t you ↓li:ke tha:t.
04           (2.8)
05  Chl:  tch WE:ll, (0.2) I don’t know,=how would we get partners.
06        mean just (.) keep your partner?
07  Cla:  hhhh ye:a:h: li:ke dra:w for a pa:rtner eh-
08        well: [no that would]n’t wo[rk,
09  Chl:        [ hhh I :     ]      [no it probably would be better
10          with all that church business,
11  Cla:  ˚m[m: hm˚]
12  Chl:    [hhhhh ]uh y’know and they’d be (.) probably think we’re crazy
13        wandering round all the tables,
14            (0.4)
15  Chl:  y’know hh ˚wook hheh[↑heh˚ u] like we do,
16  Cla:                      [K H H H]hhh
17  Cla: TEH-HHH[hhhhhhhh
18  Chl:         [y’know hh ↑who’s whe:-:re, ↑what- what table ↑where’s
19 table one they ↓probably throw us out of the church I didn’t
20        think of th*a[:(h)t aa[h
21  Cla:               [ hhhh   [well instead of doin:g that why
22 don’t we pla::y uh::m (.) t hhhh uh the two rubbers. eu::h
23 and then: uh cha:nge pa:rtners, that wa:y we’ll we’ll ha:ve two
24        tables and then we can jus(.)t (.) cha::nge, (.) arou:nd (.)
25        and just play with the ones that we haven’t played wi[th.
26  Chl:                                                       [uh huh
27  Cla:  °t hhhhhhhh hhh° d[on’t yo]u think that would be better?
28  Chl:                    [ yah.  ]
29           (.)
30  Chl:  yah.

At line 1 Claire offers a proposal for something they might try for the upcoming
party (↑why- wouldn’t it be nice to play ↑pa:rtners.); there is no uptake from
Chloe at line 2, and at line 3 Claire backs down a bit with or wouldn’t you ↓li:ke
tha:t. After a very long silence at line 4, Chloe provides a potential problem with
Claire’s proposal, and after Claire suggests a method for finding a partner, Chloe
launches an extended account for why that wouldn’t work in the setting of the
church (lines 9–20). At line 21 Claire offers a compromise proposal, explicitly
marked as such with instead of doin:g that, and then a WDW-formatted proposal:
why don’t we pla::y uh::m (.) t hhhh uh the two rubbers. eu::h and then: uh cha:nge
pa:rtners,.5 This proposal solves the problem raised by Chloe and still allows
for a certain version of her original proposal to be realized – namely that they
draw for partners (line 7). In this case, Claire even goes on to explicitly describe
how this revised proposal takes into consideration the difficulties Chloe raised
(lines 23–25), which Chloe acknowledges (lines 26, 28, 30).

Consider one further example of the WDW format in (11). Here, Julie and
Amber are baking cookies together. Julie, at the counter, begins to mix the cookie

5. In “rubber bridge”, a ‘game’ is won by the first team to score 100 or more points, and a ‘rub-
ber’ is completed when one pair becomes the first to win two games.
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dough with her fork. At line 1, Amber takes a spoon from a drawer and offers it to
Julie.

(11) [JA-10_cookies_13:10]
01  AMB: do you wanna stir that with a spoon, maybe? {offers spoon to JUL}
02          (0.6)
03  JUL: no.
04          (.)
05  JUL: I wanna stir with a fork.
06          (0.2)
07  AMB: why:.
08          (0.9)
09  JUL: because: (1.0) it’s better:- (.) for mashing,
10          (1.2)
11  AMB: YES. but then later,
12          (0.5)
13  JUL: later:: (nh),
14          (1.1)
15  JUL: >why don’t we< leave the spoon here and then
16 we’ll (.) use it later.
17          (1.7)
18  AMB: (I’ll) just put it back.
19          (10.5)
20  JUL: you wanna stir?

At line 3, Julie rejects the offer of the spoon, and provides a pro forma account
at line 5 with I wanna stir with a fork. At line 7 Amber solicits a true account
with why, (Bolden and Robinson 2011), which Julie ultimately provides (line 9).
At line 11 Amber produces a designedly incomplete utterance (Koshik 2002) in
which she hints that later a fork might be less appropriate – i.e., after the mashing
is complete. At lines 15–16, Julie issues a compromise to the offer of a spoon, which
is to not reject the spoon completely, but to not use it right now. At line 18 Amber
rejects this compromise proposal and announces that she’ll just put the spoon
back in the drawer.

In each of the cases of WDW that we’ve examined here, an overt suggestion
or proposal is made, and then there is resistance to it from the recipient(s) – i.e.,
some sort of problem with it is expressed or oriented to. The WDW-formatted
proposal is then produced, offering a kind of ‘bridging’ proposal; in each case,
the new proposal keeps something of the original proposal but modifies another
facet of it. In other words, none of these compromise proposals completely rejects
the suggestion that is under discussion; rather they offer a modification to it. In
Extract (11), the proposal is modified to change partners only after ‘two rubbers’;
in Extract (12), the modification is to have the discussion, but later, without the
video camera; and in Extract (13), the speaker proposes to use the spoon, but later.
We argue that this format indexes a stance that compliance from the recipient is
likely, as the proposal is offered in favor of a goal that the recipient already showed
themselves to be on board with were it not for this difficulty – a difficulty that the
WDW proposal aims specficially to address.
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3.3 Modal Declaratives

With the use of a Modal Declarative format, the speaker takes the stance that the
recipient is more likely than not to endorse the proposed joint activity. As we have
seen in the prior sections, in the context of a recipient who has already shown a
disposition toward acceptance, we argue that proposers use a format that reflects
this biased expectation toward acceptance. As we will see, though, in the case of
Modal Declaratives, while recipients have shown themselves to be generally dis-
posed to some future joint activity, they have not yet taken a stance toward the
particular joint activity being proposed, as in the case of Let’s or WDW. It is pre-
cisely in this context, which requires an additional inferential step on the part of
the participants, that we find Modal Declarative proposals.

Proposal recipients can publicly display their disposition toward accepting
a forthcoming action in a range of ways, and would-be proposers can be more
or less active in soliciting such displays in advance of issuing their proposals.
One practice through which would-be proposers can solicit recipient buy-in prior
to issuing the proposal itself is to launch a pre-sequence, as we saw above in
Extract (7). In the following Examples (12) and (13) the proposers first use general
pre’s (indicated with ->) to check recipient availability. Recipients then produce
a ‘go-ahead’ response (=>). It is this context of a recipient having demonstrably
shown themselves to be likely disposed toward accepting some future base action
where we find proposers issuing Modal Declarative proposals (*>, bolded). In
(12), Bob proposes maybe we can uh have a last minute poker ga:me or something.
(lines 9–10).

(12) [Tomorrow_night_1_SF2_12:54]
01  BOB: -> >what are ya doin’< tomorrow [night.anythin[:g,
02  MAR:                                  [.hhhhhhhhhhhh[oh:::.uh=
03  BOB:     =hhhhhh!=
04  MAR: =we-e:ll uh tomorrow night hu:h?
05  BOB:     yeah.
06  MAR:     .hhhhhhhhhhh
07           (.)
08  MAR: =>  hUh::: nothing.hhh
09  BOB: *>  I don’t know if anything has been pla:nned maybe we can uh have
10       *> a last minute poker ga:me or something.
11           (.)
12  MAR:     .t uh::ah ↑we:ll uh:m if ya do:, hhmh uhm y’know it’s::
13           free for you to ca:ll,
14  BOB:     >you gonna< be at your parents,

And in (13), following a discussion of Geri’s inability to see someone recently,
Shirley proposes that, when the individual in question is home for the Christmas
holidays, perhaps they all >can< get together for dinner. (lines 10–11).

(13) [Geri & Shirley]
01  Ger:    and it doesn’t matter at this point I’ve waited this long
02          I[can (wait).
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03  Shi:     [can wait another three wee:ks.
04  Ger:    ye:ah,
05  Shi:    .hh well that’s good.
06          (0.2)
07  Shi: -> ya know. .hh maybe if he ee-I’m sure he’ll be arou:nd for
08 -> Christmas won’t he?
09  Ger: => oh yeah. he’ll be down here [for Christ[mas.  ]
10  Shi: *>                             [.hh       [good.m]aybe we >can< get
11       *> together for dinner.
12  Ger: mm-hm?
13          (.)
14  Ger:    [su:re.

In this second case, note that Shirley even cuts off her nascent maybe if he ee-
in line 7 in favor of the pre-sequence. Geri’s confirmation, thereby issuing a go-
ahead, provides the context for Shirley’s Modal Declarative maybe we >can< get
together for dinner. (lines 10–11).

Note that the pre-sequences we find in the Modal Declarative examples are
far more ‘generic’ (see Schegloff 2007: 48–53) than those we saw earlier in cases of
Let’s. In Extract (12), for example, the proposer has received a go-ahead response
that indicates availability and thus a general disposition toward accepting some
forthcoming base action; but an indication of availability does not show the recip-
ient to be disposed toward accepting the particular joint activity being proposed –
i.e., a poker game. Indeed other, non-poker-related base actions might very well
have occurred in this position. This contrasts with the more specific pre-sequence
in (7) regarding the scissors, where asking if the recipient remembered to bring
the scissors is produced and understood (by speaker and multiple recipients) as
unambiguously preliminary to a more specific base action – namely one that will
involve use of those scissors. We argue that speakers orient to this distinction in
their particularized uses of Let’s vs. Modal Declaratives.

Indeed, so normative is the [pre- → go-ahead → Modal Declarative] proposal
sequence that we even find it in reported speech, as in (14), where Nancy is
reporting a recent meeting with a potential romantic partner.

(14) [nb010-9]
01  Nan:    .hhhhh so I was out and I had (.) sat in the car and reached
02          over into glove compartment and he came up to the door and
03 -> he sai:d. uh (0.2) .t.hhhh Nancy? he said would=you: ah (0.2)
04 -> mi:nd if I would.,h give you a ca:ll.
05          (0.3)
06  Emm:    mm hm,
07          (0.3)
08  Nan:    a:nd Ihh was so: du(h)mb(,)founded yhhihknhho(h) [o(h)oo?]=
09  Emm:                                                     [A o h::]=
10  Nan:    =[.huh: uh] .hhhhhahhhhhhhh
11  Emm:    =[you DON’T] KNOW WHAT TO SA[:Y
12  Nan:                                 [I: WAS SO DUMBFOUNDED I really
13          didn’t know what to sa:[y.
14  Emm:                           [°mm[hm:,°]
15  Nan:                               [.hhhh]
16          (.)
17  Nan: => and I: said=n ah:,h (.) well Rob I wouldn’t mi:nd.,h uh: e-he
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18       *> said well I thought maybe we could (.) yihknow have dinner.
19  Nan:    .h[m h h h ]
20  Emm:      [°mm hm,°]

As part of Nancy’s telling, she reports the pre-sequence launched by the gentle-
man in question (lines 3–4). After describing her ‘dumbfoundedness’ at hearing
this (across lines 8–15), she then returns to the reported speech event in line 17.
Here she reports both her own go-ahead – and I: said=n ah::h (.) well Rob I
wouldn’t mi:nd.,h (line 17) – as well as his subsequent proposal, which, in light of
her just-prior go-ahead, uses a Modal Declarative format, e-he said well I thought
maybe we could (.) yihknow have -dinner. (lines 17–18).6 Within this particular
telling, the proposal for a joint activity constitutes a romantic invitation, which
Nancy presents herself as quite excited to have received.

Another environment in which we routinely find Modal Declaratives, but
which considerations of space preclude us from reproducing here, is in contexts
where recipients have taken a stance, in prior talk or other conduct, that some
state of affairs is in some way problematic. This illustrates, we argue, that such
stances are taken as displaying a general disposition toward accepting an action
that would remedy the oriented-to problem, and speakers use the Modal Declar-
ative format to frame their proposal as a logical means to do just this.

What binds Modal Declarative proposals together is their normative occur-
rence in environments where recipients have shown themselves to be generally
disposed toward acceptance of a proposal or other recruitment-related action.
That speakers recurrently use Modal Declaratives to issue proposals in such con-
texts suggests an orientation to this prior displayed stance, with proposers using
a format that indexes an expectation of acceptance, but one that is tentative com-
pared to the stances conveyed with Let’s and WDW, which index participants’ ori-
entation to relatively greater disposition to accepting the proposal.7

3.4 Modal Interrogatives

In contrast to the three formats we have seen thus far, used when prior context
suggests that compliance with the proposed joint activity is somewhat likely,
likely, or all but guaranteed, we find Modal Interrogative proposals in environ-
ments where the recipient’s prior conduct has not displayed a disposition toward
complying with the to-be-proposed joint activity. For this reason, speakers often

6. Note also the I thought formulation which, as Stevanovic (2013) has shown for Finnish data,
allows the speaker to not impose a joint decision on the recipient.
7. The issues of lexical choice and tense in Modal Declaratives (e.g., we can vs. we could vs. we
should) are too complex to present here, and thus we leave these as matters for future research.
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use this format to propose what might be conceived of as ‘new’ joint activities –
that is, joint activities that have so far remained unmentioned, and which, in fact,
may not be projected or even anticipated as a next step in the activity, based on
prior talk and conduct. With the Modal Interrogative format, then, we argue that
speakers index a stance of relative uncertainty with regard to recipient compliance
with the proposed action, a stance that is well-fitted to the context of this format’s
occurrence. Notwithstanding this stance of relative uncertainty, though, we argue
that the speaker is still issuing a proposal for a joint activity; but it is a proposal
the format of which reflects the lack of buy-in from the recipient thus far, and thus
implicitly acknowledges that there may be unforeseen reasons for a lack of com-
pliance. By way of its interrogativity, combined with its first-person pural subject
we, the speaker names a joint activity and offers it as a proposed, although unpro-
jected and thus new, next step for the recipient to respond to.

Consider Extract (15). Here, Rich and Ann are in the kitchen preparing sup-
per together, and Rich is looking at his cell phone, which shows the recipe the two
are preparing.

(15) [JA-11_pasta]
01  RIC: okay:, (0.5) so, I think ↑the first thing that would
02       be: (.) important is to cook the:: (0.2) bacon.
03           (0.4)
04  RIC: but >I think before we do that< we wanna (0.3) get
05       the:: (0.9) >all the vegetables ready that we want<.
06       so that we can use the cutting board?
07           (1.3)
08  ANN: u::m I’ll get the ↑garlic?
09           (0.7)
10  RIC: thank ↑you::
11           (0.7)
12  RIC: should we make a salad too at the same time?
13           (1.3)
14  ANN: y:ea:h,
15           (0.2)
16  ANN: >we can do that,<
17           (0.3)
18  RIC: okay.

In lines 1–5, Rich lays out an order in which the tasks of the recipe might be car-
ried out, offering an account for this ordering in line 6, so that we can use the
cutting board?. Ann demonstrates her approval of his plan by announcing that
she’ll get the ↑garlic? (line 8) and moving her body to do so, thereby actively
participating in Rich’s plan to get the:: (0.9) >all the vegetables ready that we
want<. (lines 4–5). After Rich thanks her (line 10), he formulates a ‘new’ pro-
posal – namely that salad-making might go on at the same time as the vegetable-
cutting. While this joint activity is certainly relevant to the agreed-upon activity
of getting >all the vegetables ready that we want< (line 5), there has been no prior
discussion of salad-making (note the indefinite article: a salad), let alone concur-
rent salad-making, and thus Ann has not shown herself to be disposed toward
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doing this particular joint activity at this time. It is an unprojected next step, based
on prior talk and shared understanding of how to make the dish they’re prepar-
ing. In this context, Rich uses a Modal Interrogative format – should we make a
salad too at the same time? (line 12) – to issue his proposal, thereby taking the
stance that this joint activity may or may not be agreeable to Ann. In this case it is,
and Ann endorses the proposal in lines 13 and 15.

A similar usage is found in Extract (16). Here, Kayla and Sara have just placed
a small frying pan on the stove in which they will cook some salmon patties. In
line 1, and then again in lines 16–17, Sara is reading the package instructions for
the patties to Kayla while the pan is preheating.

(16) [JA-12_brownies_0:14]
01  SAR:  okay. it says preheat skillet on medium high heat.
02           (1.8)
03  KAY:  °okay° {Kayla turns on the burner under the skillet}
04           (1.1)
05  KAY:  ↑↑yay,
06           (0.6)
07  SAR:  m::,
08           (0.5)
09  KAY:  ↑↑yay::, hehhh=
10  SAR:  =°good job,°
11           (0.2)
12  KAY:  .ihhh [eheh
13  SAR:        [(we’ll) just wait a few seconds for that,
14           (0.2)
15  KAY:  okay:,=
16  SAR:  =and the::n (0.2) >you just< (0.6) put them in there for ten
17        to eleven minutes and turn them over (0.5) half way through.
18           (0.2)
19  SAR:  so after like five minutes:.=
20  KAY:  =↑o::h. okay.
21           (0.9)
22  KAY: >should we< (0.3) make the brownies at the same time?=
23  SAR:  =↑>I was just< gonna ask because (0.3) I looked at the-
24        where’s your- (0.3) brownie pan.

In light of the fact that the patties won’t need attention for like five minutes:.
(line 19), Kayla proposes making brownies while the patties are heating, >should
we< (0.3) make the brownies at the same time? (line 22). Although there was
indeed a plan to make brownies as part of this cooking activity (note the definite
article: the brownies), making them concurrently has not yet been discussed, and
is not projectable from their prior talk or prior actions. In this environment, Kayla
formats her proposal with a Modal Interrogative, taking the stance that the joint
activity of making brownies at the same time as the salmon patties are heating
may or may not be acceptable to Sara. Here, Sara claims to have been about to
propose the same thing, producing a latched ↑>I was just< gonna ask… (line 23).
That Sara formulates what she was ‘“gonna” do with ask – a verb with inherent
interrogativity (cf. I was just gonna say; Küttner & Raymond, frth.) – provides
additional support for our argument that an interrogative format is well suited
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to issuing this particular joint-activity proposal at this particular moment in the
interaction, since they have not yet discussed whether to undertake these activi-
ties simultaneously.

With a Modal Interrogative, then, speakers are indexing relative uncertainty
as to whether the recipient is likely to agree to the proposal. As we will argue in the
discussion section, interrogative grammar does not preclude a turn-at-talk from
issuing a proposal. In fact, we suggest that the proposal-issuing work of a Modal
Interrogative is enhanced by being interrogative: it displays an awareness of possi-
ble contingencies making its acceptance less certain than with the other proposal
formats.

4. Discussion

In this study, we have examined the four most frequent verbal-grammatical for-
mats that are used in our data to issue proposals for joint activities in American
English interaction. We have suggested that speakers formulate their proposals
in terms of what they take to be the recipient’s displayed or implied disposition
toward accepting the proposal. That is, proposers choose among these grammat-
ical formats according to how strongly the recipient is understood to be disposed
toward accepting the proposal, as schematized in (5), repeated here as (17):

(17)

While we have focused primarily on recipients’ publicly displayed dispositions,
revealed through their prior talk and embodied conduct, it bears underscoring
that there are also cases where such dispositions are assumed or otherwise attrib-
uted. In case (9), for instance, let’s play Asshole (the card came) relies specifically
on the absence of a publicly displayed stance toward doing this activity in the con-
text of the reported-speech telling; it is in this way that the speaker leverages the
grammatical design of the reported proposal as ‘evidence’ in support of her com-
plaint.

In what follows, we unpack the schematic characterization in (17) to explore
in greater detail the relationship between grammar and social action.

4.1 The action of proposing a joint activity

It is noteworthy that three of the four most frequent grammatical formats for issu-
ing a proposal are offered in contexts where recipients have shown themselves to
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be at least somewhat disposed toward endorsing the joint activity. Reconsidering
the numbers from Table 1, three formats, Let’s (n =56), WDW (n= 11), and Modal
Declaratives (n =86), together make up 93% (n =153) of our proposals, compared
to Modal Interrogatives at only 7% (n= 9). What does this tell us about the action
of proposing a joint activity?

First, these descriptive statistics suggest that speakers perform the action of
proposing a joint activity most often in contexts where they already have evidence
to suggest that their proposal will be successful. This finding is consistent with
what we know about the preference-organizational features of other recruitment-
related actions, in that speakers deploy them in contexts where their success is
more ‘likely’. So just as inviters may use some sort of pre-sequence action to check
availability prior to the issue of the invitation itself (Schegloff 2007), with a go-
ahead response paving the way for that base action, so too can would-be pro-
posers produce actions to ‘feel out’ recipients’ disposition toward acceptance of a
proposal for joint activities. This finding therefore patterns with the more over-
arching preference for agreement in interaction (Sacks 1987; see also Heritage
& Raymond 2021 and Robinson 2020). Importantly, this may also suggest that
American English speakers may turn to other action types when there is no such
prior evidence of a disposition in favor of their proposal. That is, proposals for
joint activity might in fact be ‘avoided’ in such contexts and other actions issued
instead. Future research in this area might therefore be geared toward how pro-
posals for joint activities intersect with other actions – both other types of pro-
posals, as well as other actions more broadly, and how grammar is implicated in
the formulation of those actions.

Second, our analysis clearly reveals that, in proposing a joint activity, speakers
orient to fine-grained distinctions in recipient disposition, and they use grammar
to do so. While a proposal in any form presents an activity for recipients to sub-
sequently either endorse or reject, we have argued that speakers design their pro-
posals specifically to reflect how disposed they take the recipient to be toward
accepting the proposal. These dispositions, we have argued, are typically made
publicly available – and thereby accountable – in and through the participants’
prior talk and embodied conduct, or are attributed by proposers based on their
knowledge of the recipient or the context. In some cases, for instance, a speaker is
issuing a proposal in an environment where recipients have already shown them-
selves to be on board with the whole of this specific proposed course of action
(and, in some instances, are already beginning to implement it). Such a strong
disposition toward acceptance on the part of the recipient, we argue, provides an
account for a particular stance to be taken that frames the success of the proposed
joint activity as all but guaranteed. In other cases, though, recipient compliance
is not so strongly foreshadowed by prior talk and embodied conduct. For exam-
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ple, perhaps the recipient has oriented to some state of affairs as problematic. On
the one hand, this might be taken as displaying a disposition toward accepting a
proposal that would resolve the problem. On the other hand, however, the recip-
ient has not shown him- or herself to be disposed toward this particular solution
(i.e., this particular joint activity), and so success may not be ‘guaranteed’. We find
that participants orient to these subtle, emergent contingencies in the grammati-
cal design of proposals for joint activity, formulating their actions to enact stances
that are fitted to, and accounted for by, the contexts of their deployment. As a
cline reflecting recipients’ disposition toward acceptance has also been shown to
affect the design of offers and imperatives (see Raymond, et al. 2021; Zinken &
Deppermann 2017), our findings further support the claim of speakers’ consistent
orientation to recipients’ buy-in as a truly fundamental dimension of the gram-
mar of recruitment-related actions. Continued exploration of the relevance of this
cline across action types seems highly warranted.

4.2 The grammar of proposing a joint activity

Our analysis underscores the fact that the grammar used in the design of pro-
posals cannot be understood without reference to the action’s environment of
occurrence – that is, where the action is being deployed within the immediacy of
moment-by-moment conduct. In light of this empirical approach, we are now in
a position to explore the fittedness of the particular grammatical forms analyzed
here to the contexts of their usage. That is, we can now turn to the question, why
are these particular grammatical formats used where they are used, and why do
they emerge in this particular way on the cline that we have presented in (5)/(17)?

We note first that all of the forms we have examined are irrealis. Even the
declarative formulations are marked with modals and thus do not make state-
ments about how things are, but rather how things could, should, etc. be. These
forms are thus all clearly fitted to the action of proposing future or possible
courses of action, which at the moment of the speech event have not yet been real-
ized. Consider now each of these irrealis grammatical formulations vis-à-vis one
another.

The Let’s format has been characterized as having a ‘hortative’ function. The
grammatical status of a ‘hortative’ mood cross-linguistically is debated. Some treat
it as part of the imperative family, while others consider it a separate grammat-
ical category (see, e.g., Aikhenvald 2010; Alcázar & Saltarelli 2014; Stevanovic
2017). In considering the relation between its form and the work it does, we
find evidence for both these approaches to Let’s in our joint-activity data. On
the one hand, the Let’s format is similar to an imperative in that it is used to
propose a joint activity in contexts where there is already strong ongoing sup-
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port for that proposed joint activity. Moreover, like an imperative, it takes a rel-
atively strong deontic stance that the speaker has the right to say what activities
the group should undertake – in our cases, because prior context strongly sug-
gests that recipients are on board with what is being proposed. On the other hand,
though, the usage of Let’s that we have focused on here does not issue a directive
to a second person, but rather proposes that first and second person undertake an
activity together.8 This inclusion of the speaker in the framing of who will actually
do the proposed action makes these Let’s-formatted actions quite different from
the other members of the imperative family, and suggests they may indeed form
their own category. The affordances of the unique morphosyntactic form of the
Let’s format, then, are both similar to, and distinct from, an imperative, and are
thus fitted to the deontically strong joint-activity contexts in which English speak-
ers use it to issue their proposals.

The second format on our cline – Why don’t we (WDW) – is related to, but
different from, similar Why-don’t formats such as Why don’t I and Why don’t you.
In their study of Why don’t you (WDY) as a vehicle for giving advice, Couper-
Kuhlen and Thompson (forthcoming) argue that this fixed expression is not a
‘true’ why-question in that it does not make relevant the provision of an account;
rather, it offers a suggestion for the recipient to consider. The same finding holds
for our cases of Why don’t we. In its use to issue a compromise after trouble has
arisen with a prior proposal, WDW offers a slightly different version of the pro-
posal rather than pursuing an account for something the participants are not
going to do. So why do speakers use a negative wh-question that looks like it
should be an account solicitation (Robinson & Bolden 2010) or a complaint, for
making a compromise proposal after concerns have been expressed about a prior
proposal? Couper-Kuhlen and Thompson’s study of Why don’t you offers this per-
spective:

In contrast to an imperative form, which treats the feasibility of the action being
advocated as beyond doubt, a WDY format in advice-implicative contexts allows
that there might be reasons preventing the recipient from acting on the advice.
Despite its formulaicity, a WDY format still carries traces of its compositional
meaning with the word ‘why’. This word raises the issue of accountability in con-
nection with the future action; it suggests that a departure from what would be
‘typical’ needs an excuse (Robinson 2016: 13). In doing so, it allows for the possi-
bility of contingencies that would prevent the recipient from following the advice.
If there are such contingencies, the recipient can present these in next turn as a

(forthcoming; ms. 27)way of resisting or rejecting the advice.

8. Cf. Davies (1979) who thus calls it a ‘joint imperative’.
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We can adopt this understanding in our analysis of WDW. Because a Why don’t
we proposal also “carries traces of its compositional meaning with the word why”,
the WDW format can be used to give the recipient an opportunity to offer an
account for why they might not accept the proposal, which is well suited to the
environment of compromise proposals. This opportunity is in contrast to our
Let’s cases, which, like imperatives, treat accepting the proposal as highly likely
to be accepted, and do not grammatically offer an opportunity to account for not
accepting it.

As for the next format on our cline, Modal Declaratives, we note that declara-
tives make statements, and in our case they make statements regarding joint activ-
ities that could or should take place. We have shown that Modal Declaratives often
either follow a generic pre-sequence or arise in the context of a problem in contin-
uing with the joint activity. The hypothetical should or could Modal Declarative
statement, then, carries relatively less deonticity; the recipients have not shown
themselves to be completely on board with the current, particular proposal, and
thus the speaker of the Modal Declarative takes a weaker deontic stance toward
the likelihood of its acceptance (and routinely mitigates the proposal further with
qualifiers like I think and maybe).

As we then consider the Modal Interrogative format, we find that it is deon-
tically the weakest. With its interrogative grammar, it poses a question regarding
a possible next course of action and thus makes sequentially relevant acceptance
or rejection from the recipient. That is, Modal Interrogatives do not assert how
things could or should be, but instead actively seek input from the recipient
through the morphosyntactic mobilization of response. They are thus appropriate
for, and regularly found in, environments in which the action proposed is an
unprojected next step in the larger activity and thus has not been discussed yet,
and which the recipient has displayed no disposition to accept. The speaker pro-
duces the proposal to check on whether or not the action is one that is appropriate
to take next. The predominence of should in these proposals attends to the ‘appro-
priateness’ of the action at this moment.

5. Conclusion: Grammar in the service of deontic symmetry

In this paper, we have argued that the four grammatical formats explored here can
be situated along a cline. This cline indexes the speaker’s estimation of how dis-
posed the recipient is toward accepting the emergent proposal. To conclude, we
explore the underlying interactional principles shaping proposals and their gram-
matical manifestations.
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From our discussion so far, the astute reader will have noted that there
appears to be a parallel relationship between the assumed degree of disposition
to engage in the joint activity embodied by the grammatical format, and the
deontic strength of that format. Deontically stronger forms, like Let’s, are used to
embody a stance that the recipient is highly disposed to accepting the proposal,
while deontically weak forms, like the Modal Interrogatives, are used to embody a
stance that the recipient has displayed no such disposition to accept the proposal.
This relationship can be visualized as a cline parallel to the one we’ve posited for
‘disposition toward acceptance’:

(18)

Why would this kind of relationship between deontic strength and disposition-to-
accept be at work in proposals for joint activity? We argue that the pattern arises
in the service of creating what Stevanovic (2013) has referred to as ‘deontic sym-
metry’ between the participants. We base this claim on the fact that if the speaker
wanted to claim deontic authority over an action, they could, for example, use
Let’s to propose an action for which the recipient had shown no previous dispo-
sition to accept. Such a move, with its stance that essentially assumes recipient
compliance, would place the recipient in a deontically inferior position regarding
the proposed joint activity. It is therefore noteworthy that such a usage does not
occur in the data we have considered here – mundane, everyday conversations
among family members and friends (but recall our discussion of the reported-
speech case (8)). Rather, we find speakers adjusting their grammatical choice to
precisely fit the extent to which the recipient has displayed themselves to be dis-
posed toward the proposed activity. Deontically strong forms are used only when
recipients have already displayed a strong buy-in to the activity, the strength of
the format reflecting degree of collaboration already expectable at that moment in
the interaction.9 And at the other end of the cline, deontically weak forms (inter-
rogatives) grammatically invite buy-in from a recipient who has not yet shown
themselves to be so disposed. We have focused here on extracts illustrating the
normative situation, where proposal formats are fitted to their contexts and recip-
ient dispositions are relatively transparent. But of course there are cases where
recipient disposition is less transparent and the speaker has to in effect ‘place a

9. Here we find a parallel in Wootton’s (1997) study, which showed that children making
requests of their caregivers were likely to use a (deontically strong) imperative just when “the
requested action was consistent with a line of action that she and her parent had agreed on ear-
lier in the interaction” [emphasis ours], that is, just when the child had reason to judge that her
request was likely to be granted.
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bet’ on the right format; there are also cases where speakers use the ‘wrong’ for-
mat to do special work.

We posit that what participants are doing with these grammatical formats, by
means of orienting to the recipient’s disposition to accept, is working to ensure
that deontic symmetry is constituted and maintained. Deontic symmetry is not
a ‘given’ state of affairs for participants, but rather must be “talked into being”
(Heritage 1984b: 290) in and through participants’ contributions to the interac-
tion; it is a form of collaboration that is itself an interactional achievement. The
grammatical formats used to issue proposals for joint activity are one set of con-
crete practices through which participants actively talk deontic symmetry into
being. The result of this interactional work is the constitution of a deontic land-
scape in which neither participant claims authoritative rights or responsibilities to
control the movement of the other as they pursue collaborative activities; that is,
the participants in our data are working to construct themselves, and one another,
as having joint decision-making roles in the process. And, in the grammatical
design of proposals, we argue that it is precisely the orientation to recipients’ dis-
played disposition toward acceptance that provides for the achievement of a sym-
metrical deontic landscape. In this way, the set of practices reviewed here support
Tomasello’s (2014) claim that humans are ‘especially cooperative’ by showing how
participants demonstrably work to align their multiple wishes, desires, needs, and
concerns as they negotiate and carry out joint activities.
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